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Round 1 - GENERAL KNOWLEDGE (Questions & Answers) 
 
 

1. What is a baby kangaroo called? 
a. Johnny 
b. Joey   

 
 

2. Which fairy tale character slept for 100 years? 
a. Rapunzel 
b. Sleeping Beauty   

 
 

3. In the nursery rhyme, who ‘kissed the girls and made them 
cry’? 
a. Georgie Porgie   
b. Georgie Fame 

 
 

4. What sort of animal is the video game character Sonic? 
a. Hedgehog   
b. Wolf 

 
 

5. What kind of food is a pawpaw? 
a. Vegetable 
b. Fruit   
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6. What is Dr Who’s time machine called? 

a. TARDIS   
b. WARDIS 

 
 

7. What is a group of kangaroos called? 
a) Gang 
b) Mob   

 
 

8. Which famous building did Guy Fawkes try to blow up? 
a. Buckingham Palace 
b. The Houses of Parliament   

 
 

9. What is the name of Harry Potter’s pet owl? 
a. Hedwig   
b. Earwig 

 
 

10. What instrument do you use to see if a person has a 
fever? 
a. Thermometer   
b. Stethoscope 
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ROUND 2 - NAME THE SUPERHERO (Questions and Answers) 
 

1. He is your friendly neighbourhood web slinger? 
a. Spiderman    
b. Superman 

 

2. I can breathe underwater. I have a trident as a weapon? 
a. Waterman 
b. Aquaman    

 

3. I come from a tribe of all female warriors.  I am fearless, clever and 
strong. I have a magic lasso and bullet-proof bracelets. If you’re smart 
you would not mess with me? 
a. Blunder Women 
b. Wonder Women   

 

4. I am a mythical Norse character, famed for making thunder with my 
mighty hammer? 
a. Thor   
b. Loki 

 

5. Given a ‘super-soldier serum’ this hero carries nothing more than a 
shield and great right hook to sort out the bad guys? 
a. Captain Caveman 
b. Captain  American   

 

6. I do not need a suit to help me fly. Is it a plane, is it a bird, no it’s ‘The 
Man of Steel? 
a. Cooperman 
b. Superman   

 

7. My real name is Bruce Wayne and I live in Gotham City, but what is 
my superhero name? 
a. Batman   
b. The Joker 
 

8. The ‘Scarlet Speedster’ is the nickname for which superhero? 
a. The Flash   
b. The Speedball 
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9. Which of the following superheroes says “Don’t make me angry; you 
wouldn’t like me when I’m angry”? 
a. The Incredible Sulk 
b. The Incredible Hulk   

 
10. What superhero is over 150 years old, spent years training in 

Japan and has a bat habit of smoking Cigars? 
a. Wolverine    
b. Black Widow 

 
11. This hero has a nanotechnology suit, he has a hereditary title 

(King) and comes from the land called Wakanda? 
a. Black Panther   
b. Dr Strange 

 
12. She is the last of her species, she was trained to be a living 

weapon and to use swords and daggers to dispatch the baddies, and 
she is a character from ‘Guardian of the Galaxy’ movie? 
a. Nova 
b. Gamora   

 
13. A man of few words, I rarely show my face, I am from the future 

and I am the law? 
a. Judge Dredd   
b. Judge Judy 

 
14. Which character has mastery over the weather, famously sports 

a Mohawk and was also married to Black Panther? 
a. Storm   
b. Thunder 

 
15. My powers make my look pretty evil, I have the coolest form of 

transport in comic history and my head is on fire? 
a. Fireman Sam 
b. Ghost rider    
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ROUND 3 – SOAP OPERAS (Questions and Answers) 
 

1. What is the name of the pub in Albert Square? 
a. Queen Victoria   
b. Queen Elizabeth 

 
2. In which soap is there a pub called the Woolpack? 

a. Emmerdale   
b. EastEnders 

 
3. What was Trevor Jordache buried under in ‘Brookside’? 

a. Garden Shed 
b. Patio   

 
4. In which street is ‘Neighbours’ set? 

a. Ramsay Street  
b. Coronation Street 

 
5. Which British soap was set in a Motel? 

a. Crossways 
b. Crossroads   

 
6. In which soap did the Hotten Bypass pile-up take place? 

a. Coronation street 
b. Emmerdale   

 
7. Which couple took over the Rovers Return after Bet Gilroy left? 

a. Jack and Vera Duckworth   
b. The Battersby’s  

 
8. Who left his role as Scott Robinson and became a West End Joseph? 

a. Jason Donovan   
b. Mark Little 
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9. Where did the term ‘Soap Opera’ come from? 

a. The first show was about a soap seller 
b. Soap manufactures originally sponsored these shows   

 
10.  Which soap did both Jason Donovan and Kylie Minogue star in? 

a. Neighbours   
b. Home and Away 

 
11. In the soap EastEnders Sonia Fowler is able to play which musical 

instrument? 
a. Trumpet   
b. Drums 

 
12. What did Nick do for a living in the soap ‘Heartbeat’? 

a. Firefighter 
b. Police officer   

 
13.  In the soap ‘Holly oaks’, the pub is called “…..in the Pond? 

a. The Dog   
b. The Cat 

 
14.  Den Watts was also known by his nick name in EastEnders, what was 

that name? 
a. Wicked Watts 
b. Dirty Den   

 
15.  Which of these two soap characters has been married the most times? 

a. Ken Barlow (Coronation street) 
b. Paul Robinson (Neighbours)   
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